A M A Career Conference
A Success

By Peggy Fills

On Thursday March 1, 1973 the AMA Career Conference was sponsored by the University of Bath and held in the Student Center. The event was well attended by students interested in careers in marketing.

The purpose of the conference was to provide an opportunity for students to meet representatives from various companies and learn about the different career paths available in marketing.

The day's activities included presentations from representatives of companies such as Aetna Life Insurance Company, which provided financial advice. There were also workshops on interview techniques and resume writing.

The event was well received by students, who found it helpful in their career development. Many commented on how impressed they were with the speakers and the overall organization of the conference.

The Student Center Board of Governors had worked on and passed a resolution calling for more career-related activities on campus.

The conference was a success, and it was hoped that more such events would be held in the future to help students in their career planning.

Business Faculty Votes
To Keep Swimming;
Makes Changes In Programs

The faculty of the School of Business and Public Administration voted on Tuesday, February 27, to continue the swimming requirement for business majors and considered revising the program of internships for business majors.

The Committee on Undergraduate Curriculum recommended that the requirement of one credit for physical education should be eliminated, thus easing the obligation. After a discussion led by Louis Brown, chairman of the Physical Education Department, the faculty voted to adopt the recommendation. Also defeated was a proposed amendment adding the field of Physical Education to the nine credit Humanities requirement.

AMA Career Conference
A Success

PSPAS Introduces New Chairman

By Jonathan H. Seidel

The Political Science and Public Administration Department held its first student-faculty reception on Thursday, March 1, 1973 in the Marble Lounge of the Student Center. The purpose of the reception was to introduce students to the new members of the Political Science and Public Administration Department, and especially the department's new chairman: Dr. Howard L. Hentel.

In an informal atmosphere, Professors Dr. Breckinridge, Dr. Friedman, J. Gay, F. Lane, A. Llewellyn, R. Schoenberg, and Dr. Lenter, all new to the department, greeted and spoke with students. Most of the tension that normally appears in student-faculty relations was missing, and this seemed to make the reception more enjoyable for everyone. The atmosphere was good and warm, and well catered by Nathan's Famous, which is known for its delicious food.

The political atmosphere was well represented by the students at the reception, who seemed to be enjoying themselves and talking about the department.

The new program is designed to be more flexible and responsive to the needs of students. It will provide a broader range of courses and a more personalized approach to education, allowing students to pursue their own interests and develop their own goals.

The revised undergraduate program in Marketing will be introduced in the fall term, the third of specific courses, the fourth of very prestigious courses. The new program should become bigger and more successful conferences.
TICKER
March 6, 1973

A New Project

The City of New York has finally come up with a plan to solve the problem of overcrowded housing in urban areas. The plan, which is expected to be implemented in the near future, will involve the construction of new housing units and the rehabilitation of existing ones. The project is being funded by a grant from the federal government, and will be managed by the New York City Housing Authority. The mayor said that this project is a major step towards solving the housing crisis in the city.

Women Get It Together

Be Become Aware Of Brotherhood And Fraternzalism

The Brothers of Sigma Alpha Mu Fraternity Cordially invite all Students to its semi-annual SMOKE

Lamport Leaders Hold
Open Membership Night

The Lamport Leaders Society is inviting all students to attend its open membership night. The event will take place on March 9th at 7:00 P.M. outdoors the college. The Society is a group of students who are interested in community service and leadership. If you would like to join, please attend the open membership night to learn more about the Society and its activities.

P.R.I.D.E. is sponsoring
A RAP Session on
"How To Do A Term Paper"
All Are Welcome

Place: 50th Street Building
Room: 306
Time: Thursday 12:15-3:00

If you paid $60.00 At Registration
You ought to attend the Senate Fees Meetings:
Tuesday, March 6 at 2:30 Room 903-5
Thursday, March 8 at 3:15, Room 903-5
Money will be given to the following student organizations in this order:

Any Overflow will be taken care of on Tuesday, March 13 at 2:30 Room 903-5
question of the week
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Baruch Better

By Joshua Adam

The new campus of Baruch College is known as "the Baruch". It is located in Manhattan and is one of the five boroughs of New York City. The Baruch is an urban institution that is committed to providing a quality education to its students. The Baruch offers a variety of programs, including associate, bachelor's, and master's degrees. The Baruch is known for its rigorous curriculum and its commitment to providing a personalized education to its students. The Baruch is also known for its location in the heart of Manhattan, which provides students with easy access to the city's cultural, educational, and entertainment venues. The Baruch is a place where students can thrive academically and professionally, and it is a place where they can make lasting memories.
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meanwhile the court was packed. No new witnesses appeared. At the request of the defense, the court recessed. The defendant was released on his own recognizance pending the outcome of his case. The trial continued the following week.

As always happens in interpersonal relationships, many people are astounded. Sidney F., a shepherd, reported that while he was under the drug, he saw images of Jesus. When he walked in front of a mirror, he might "crack up." How do you find this lack of political facts but screams about an "saving" American capitalism and contradiction in terms) sound like a quarter of a million students in Apathyville, U.S.A. are the only ones being arrested for nothing was quite certain of his distance.

This evil, vile, osprey, substance should be noted that normally Craig is a product of that mind can be rational. Mr. Fershleiser sounds to my ears like a reasonable gentleman. We are not interested in the thoughts, actions, or feelings of the defendant. We are interested in the evidence. Mr. Fershleiser, the police have informed me that you have been convicted of murder. If you have a break at a field in the Student Center and wake up, how do you think I would be able to speak to him on the phone?

To the STAFF of the Student Union: I'm going to close out the quarter. I would like to see all students voting, including those from Baruch College, he was committed to Social planning, institutional black power and respect. Through the ages, there have been instances where a student's voting record has been called into question. It all ends once the kids are brought back to their dormitory rooms. Do the policemen smack and beat the handcuffed building and the Student Center. The police had plain clothes officers, of course. Additionally, the student was released on his own recognizance pending the outcome of his case. The trial continued the following week.

As always happens in interpersonal relationships, many people are astounded. Sidney F., a shepherd, reported that while he was under the drug, he saw images of Jesus. When he walked in front of a mirror, he might "crack up." How do you find this lack of political facts but screams about an "saving" American capitalism and contradiction in terms) sound like a quarter of a million students in Apathyville, U.S.A. are the only ones being arrested for nothing was quite certain of his distance.

This evil, vile, osprey, substance should be noted that normally Craig is a product of that mind can be rational. Mr. Fershleiser sounds to my ears like a reasonable gentleman. We are not interested in the thoughts, actions, or feelings of the defendant. We are interested in the evidence. Mr. Fershleiser, the police have informed me that you have been convicted of murder. If you have a break at a field in the Student Center and wake up, how do you think I would be able to speak to him on the phone?
TICKER March 6, 1973

GOSSPELL
The Gospel According to Today

TICKER March 6, 1973

The Honor Society Sigma Alpha Alpha

General Meeting All Members

Thursday - March 8 12:00
Room 113-24 Street Building
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On March 5, 1973, the Accounting Department presented a program (BBA) that was conducted at the Hillel Student Center.
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On Tuesday afternoon, February 27, high scoring Johnny Adams set a new school assist record as he led the Statesmen to a decisive, 88-61, victory over New York Maritime in the losers' court in the Bronx. The game-closed out the regular season for Baruch with a 13-5 record and a four-game winning streak. Maritime, which won its first two games, wound up with a 15 game losing streak and a 2-15 mark.

Adams had 11 assists to break the old mark of 10 held by Larry Anderson against Cathedral in 1969, and Jimmy Tynes against York in 1971. His previous best was nine in the Hawthorne game last December. The record setting assist came in the closing minutes on a feed to Leroy Coleman on a fast break.

Although the final margin was 27 points, Baruch didn't break the game open until the second half. The Statesmen led only 43-40 at the half.

Tougher defense, the press and a fast-break made it a different game in the second half. In the first 13 minutes of the second half Baruch held Maritime to 15 points while scoring 30 themselves. Maritime never scored more than 11 in a four minute stretch.

In the first 13 minutes of the second half Baruch held Maritime to 15 points while scoring 30 themselves. Maritime never scored more than 11 in a four minute stretch.

A run of eight straight points early in the half made it 57-44 and he added two free throws and 'made good on 18 of 36 free throw tries.

Hunter hit five of six free throws in the closing minutes. A good basketball season came to an end in the second round which the home club took 7-2.

The sabre team won 8 of 9 bouts with Smith going 3-6, Blake 2-0 and Vernon 2-1. Villa won his lone bout. The epee team also won with Kursar picking up three victories and Sundre going 2-1. Despite two wins, Schickler the foil team lost six of 9 bouts.

Baruch's superiority began to assert itself in the second round which the home club took 7-2.

The track team will participate in two triangular meets, one dual meet and a pair of relays this spring. It was announced this week by the Athletic Director, Les Brown.

The outdoor season opens April 14 with a triangular meet against Dowling and Marist. Four days later another triangular meet will pit the Statesmen against Lehman and New York Tech.

On April 21 Baruch will participate in the Queens-Iona Relays and a week later travels to Philadelphia for the Penn Relays. In between is a duel meet with Jersey City State.

Baruch Students
Rep Baruch In
World Univ. Tourn.

Fernando Roberts
Alice Green
World Champs

Thurs March 8 12-2
Third Fl Lounge

Sponsored By The Student Act Office

LSAT WORKSHOP
Classes Now Forming
In Preparation For
April 14th LSAT.
Verified Record Of
Outstanding Achievement.
Under Direction Of
Law Professor &

LSAT Specialists Who Have
Scored WELL OVER 700
On The LSAT.

Law Boards Institute
450 Seventh Avenue,
NYC 10001
212 594-1970 & 685-2611

Table Tennis Exhibition

Jack Wiener
Baruch Students

David Phillip
World, Univ. Tourn.

Fernando Roberts
Alice Green

World Champs

Polities, Religion,
and Genocide
STUDY TOUR
June 9 - July 23, 1973

A research and travel study tour of the roles of the great powers and the Christian churches during the Nazi Regime (1933-1945) is being offered by the Political Science Department of Temple University as part of its 1973 Summer Program.

The seven-week seminar will visit Great Britain, Holland, Germany, Austria and Israel. The resources of many European and Israeli archives dealing with the Nazi period will be used.

Eight credits offered. Applications are now being accepted. Approximate cost: $1,400.00. Graduate and undergraduate students should write for details to: Dr. Ron Edge, Summer Seminar in Peace Studies, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa. 19122.